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Disclaimer

The information in this presentation is confidential and proprietary to SAP and may not be disclosed without the permission of SAP.
Except for your obligation to protect confidential information, this presentation is not subject to your license agreement or any other service
or subscription agreement with SAP. SAP has no obligation to pursue any course of business outlined in this presentation or any related
document, or to develop or release any functionality mentioned therein.
This presentation, or any related document and SAP's strategy and possible future developments, products and or platforms directions and
functionality are all subject to change and may be changed by SAP at any time for any reason without notice. The information in this
presentation is not a commitment, promise or legal obligation to deliver any material, code or functionality. This presentation is provided
without a warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, or non-infringement. This presentation is for informational purposes and may not be incorporated into a contract. SAP
assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this presentation, except if such damages were caused by SAP’s intentional or gross
negligence.

All forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates,
and they should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions.
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Agenda
▪ Our offering
▪ Main capabilities
▪ SAP Process Insights for process excellence
▪ Demo: using SAP Process Insights to analyze and optimize processes
▪ SAP Process Insights and SAP Process Intelligence

SAP Process Insights
Our offering
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SAP Process Insights
within SAP Signavio solutions
SAP Process Insights
Locate and prioritize process
improvement potential for specific SAP
solutions.
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
Embrace a data-driven approach to
discover, analyze, and mine your end-toend processes.
SAP Signavio Process Manager
Capture, document, compare, and
simulate your process portfolio.

SAP Signavio Journey Modeler
Design customer journeys and
connect with processes.
SAP Signavio Process Governance
Manage and drive process
management–related tasks and
governance in a human-centric way.

SAP Signavio Process Collaboration Hub
Enable insights and enterprise collaboration.
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SAP Process Automation
Repair and enhance processes to improve
effectiveness, efficiency, and business
user productivity.
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SAP Process Insights
The fastest path to process excellence for SAP customers
Get insights instantly
Use automated, advanced process data
extraction and continuous updates for a
clearer understanding of business
processes end-to-end.

Narrow your focus
Find out where your issues really
are by drilling down to even a
single document level and using
benchmarking capabilities.

Connect the dots

Start improving right away

Foster collaboration between
decision-makers, business
professionals, and IT experts through
an intuitive, user-friendly application.

Leverage process improvement
recommendations, focusing on
corrective actions for your SAP
software system, best practices, and
relevant SAP applications.
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SAP Process Insights
Main capabilities
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SAP Process Insights
Capabilities
• Process flows

• Performance indicators
• Powerful drill-down functionality
• Correction recommendations

• Innovation recommendations
• External benchmarks
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Process flows
40+ delivered process flows and 900+ typical issues and inefficiencies
Make data-driven
decisions about which
business areas to
prioritize for
improvement.

Get insights fast.
Updates happen
daily.
There is more to
come. The number
of available process
flows increases with
every release.
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Process performance indicators
100+ delivered metrics
Make data-driven
decisions about which
business areas to
prioritize for
improvement.
Get insights fast.
updates happen daily.

There is more to come.
The number of
process performance
indicators increases
with every release.
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Powerful drill-down functionality
Filtering for the greatest impact

Narrow your focus to discover
where your issues really lie.
Fix the root cause instead of just
applying band aids.
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Correction recommendations
Start improving right away with tailored recommendations

Get recommendations
specifically linked to
previously identified
issues.

Select by comparing the
expected impact on your
process performance
and execution effort.
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Innovation recommendations
Innovate your processes with new technologies
Get recommendations
for best-practice SAP
technology and SAP
solutions, for example,
robotic process
automation (RPA) bots
or SAP S/4HANA
capabilities.
Choose the
improvement path that
is right for your
organization.
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External benchmarking*
Compare performance against industry peers

Learn if you’re
performing well or
badly

Set informed
improvement
targets

* Currently only available for selected automation rate PPIs
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SAP Process Insights
for process excellence
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SAP Process Insights solution capabilities support
continuous improvement of processes running through your SAP system*

2. Dive deep with
analytic capabilities to
find the root cause of your
issues.

1. Understand your processes
with delivered
process flows and process
performance indicators.

Plug and play
in 24 hours.
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3. Go from fast insights to
immediate results using the
tailored improvement
recommendations.
* Available for SAP ECC, SAP S/4HANA, and SAP S/4HANA Cloud, private edition.
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Typical challenges and questions that SAP Process Insights helps to answer
(example for the lead-to-cash process)
Where inefficiencies are in our invoice-tocash process (delays, long lead times, high
cancellation and credit memo rates, low
automation rates, manual reworks)?
Is the invoice-to-cash process
harmonized across all our
countries? (Where are our
internal best practices and where
are the worst practices?)

How many deliveries
shipped to customers have
not yet been billed?

How many sales orders
(services, third-party) are not
billed yet?
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How many sales orders have a
billing or a credit block?
What kind of information
(missing fields) is missing
on sales orders that is
preventing the timely
creation of the invoice?
How many errors and what
kind of errors occur during
our automatic billing-due
runs?

How many invoices were
created later than
planned?
Are the “right” payment
terms used?
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This slide covers the scope at release 1.4 in February 2022 : more content is planned to come

SAP Process Insights has an unrivaled and constantly growing
delivered content coverage.1

40+
Process flows

6

Lines of business

End-to-end processes

Finance

100+
Process
performance
indicators

8

Lead to cash
Sourcing and procurement

Source to pay

for:

Sales

18+

R&D/Engineering

Correction
recommendations

Supply chain

550+

Manufacturing

Innovation
recommendations

Asset management

Governance

Finance

Service
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Plan to fulfill

Acquire to decommission

1 Generally available for SAP ECC, SAP S/4HANA, and SAP S/4HANA Cloud, private edition.
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SAP Process Insights
for process excellence
Prepare

Discover
Discover process status
and identify areas of
improvement.

Get fast insights on:
-

Process performance across
different lines of business and end-to
end-processes

-

Master and configuration data

-

Degree of automation

-

Internal benchmarks

-

Relevant SAP S/4HANA capabilities
and their value
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Run
Monitor and
continuously improve.

Prepare the
transformation.

Dive deeper.
-

Analyze processes in more detail.

-

Identify inefficiencies.

-

Drill down to the affected business
objects.

Stay on top of your performance.
-

Keep improving.
-

Clean up your system.
-

Use correction recommendations for
master and configuration data.

Leverage the live data connection
and frequent updates to monitor
your processes performance.

Make use of continuously updated
improvement recommendations,
both for corrective actions and for
SAP product investments.
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Business Process Analysis & Improvement with SAP Process Insights
Resolution of Business Performance Problem: Improve Finance Processes
Anne immediately notices a long average
lead time from invoice creation in “Accounts
Receivable (FI-AR items
created)” until invoice clearing. She goes to
investigate further with a related
Performance Indicator.

Anne Green
Office of the CFO

Anne has a look at the “Electronic
bank statement items not completely posted”
and notices that many thousands of items
don’t get posted automatically.

CFO tasks Anne with finding
out where are the bottlenecks
in the Invoice to cash process.

Anne open SAP Process
Insights and starts the
analysis with the process flow
for “Sales billing document
creation to FI-AR clearing”
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Luckily the Innovation Recommendations
suggesting a SAP Machine Learning tool
to increase the automation rate.

Anne identifies and
resolves blockers in
her Finance process.
She improves
liquidity of the
company, increases
automation, and
saves costs.
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SAP Process Insights
as part of SAP Signavio Process
Transformation Suite
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SAP Process Insights
with SAP Signavio Process Intelligence (for SAP customers)

End-to-end process analysis for enterprise
transformations and operational
excellence programs
SAP Process Insights
Locate and prioritize process improvement potential
for specific SAP solutions.

SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
Embrace a data-driven approach to discover, analyze,
and mine your end-to-end processes.
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SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
with SAP Process Insights (for SAP customers)

Start right away, locate, benchmark, correct and prioritize
SAP Process Insights
• Readily acquire data from SAP systems (plug and play).

... then focus your mining efforts and start a deep analysis
SAP Signavio Process Intelligence
• Connect to SAP and non-SAP systems to get a complete view of
your end-to-end processes.

• Get an overview of a broad scope with multiple process flows,
including 1000+ metrics across multiple lines of business and end-toend processes.

• Get visibility into your real process execution and your experience
reality with process discovery, analytics and widgets.

• Quickly find out where your problems are with 100+ available
performance indicators.

• Focus to identify why, where and how do process or experience
issues and inefficiencies occur.

• Benefit from ready-to-use business-friendly content and
benchmarks specific for your industry.

• Drill deeper with detailed and ready-to-consume insights on process
and experience data.

• Quickly improve your processes at the system and technical level with
targeted improvement recommendations.

• Share insights within SAP Signavio Process Transformation Suite to
collaboratively achieve operational and experience excellence.
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Thank you.
Contact information:
Dr. Dirk Jendroska
Product Manager for SAP Process Insights
dirk.jendroska@sap.com

Follow us

www.sap.com/contactsap
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